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When Dickinson, Shanks, and Evenden (1984) first
suggested that common associative learning processes
mediate the acquisition of causal judgments and Pavlov-
ian conditioning, they did so for two reasons. First, they
demonstrated that the profile of causal judgments that
they observed under variations in the contingency be-
tween a putative causal event and the outcome were sim-
ulated by associative theories of Pavlovian conditioning.
Second, they found that the acquisition of causal judg-
ments was subject to a form of selective learning, block-
ing, that had previously been a touchstone for developing
these associative theories (Kamin, 1969).

Blocking is theoretically important as a demonstration
that associative learning is driven by surprising or unex-
pected outcomes. In a typical blocking procedure, a com-
pound of a treatment cue T and a target cue X is paired
with an outcome (TX�). The amount learned about the
target cue X is reduced if the outcome is predicted by the
treatment cue T as a result of prior training with the out-
come (T�). Under this blocking (T�TX�) contingency,
learning about the target cue X is said to be blocked by
the treatment cue T (Kamin, 1969). In their human causal
learning task, Dickinson et al. (1984) found that follow-
ing training on a probabilistic version of the blocking
(T�TX�) contingency, causal judgments for the target
event X were reduced or blocked relative to those for event

X from a control (TX�) contingency in which the treat-
ment cue T was not pretrained.

Although a number of associative theories have been
applied to human causal learning over the intervening 20
years, we shall focus on Wagner’s (1981) SOP model,
which was originally formulated as a real-time, process-
based theory of Pavlovian conditioning and first applied
to causal learning by Dickinson and Burke (1996). In
SOP, stimuli are represented by nodes in associative mem-
ory, each composed of a number of elements. Wagner
proposed that these elements could have three different
activation states: an inactive state, I, and two active states,
A1 and A2. Unpredicted presentation of a cue or out-
come activates a proportion of the elements in the corre-
sponding node from I into A1. Over time, the A1 state of
these elements decays into A2, and then back into I. Im-
portantly, activating a node by an associative connection
bypasses A1 and leads to a direct transition from I to A2.
This property of the model is critical because it allows
SOP to explain a variety of learning effects.

Wagner (1981) identified two forms of learning that
occur whenever the elements of nodes are concurrently
active, which are represented in the top row of Table 1.
First, there is an increment in the strength of an excita-
tory association between nodes representing these stim-
uli to the extent that the elements of the nodes are con-
currently in A1. This excitatory learning occurs when a
novel cue is paired with an unpredicted outcome because
at the outset of training, the presentation of the cue and
outcome excites the elements of their respective nodes
into A1. Blocking also follows, at least in part, from the
conditions for excitatory learning. Pretraining of the
treatment cue T enables the presentation of this cue to
activate some of the outcome elements into A2 prior to
the presentation of the outcome, so that when the out-
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come occurs during TX� compound training, fewer of
its elements are available for activation from I to A1.
Consequently, the reduced number of outcome elements
concurrently in A1 with target cue X elements attenuates
the amount of excitatory learning to cue X.

Furthermore, according to SOP, a second learning
process also makes a contribution to blocking. The block-
ing (T�TX�) contingency ensures that cue X elements
are in A1 concurrently with outcome elements in A2, the
latter elements having been driven from I directly into
A2 by the presentation of the pretrained treatment cue T.
Within SOP, concurrent activation of cue elements in A1
and outcome elements in A2 leads to the strengthening
of an inhibitory association between the cue and out-
come nodes (see first row of Table 1).

An application of SOP to causal learning assumes that
judgments of the causal status of a cue are determined by
the overall associative strength of the cue when aggre-
gated across its excitatory and inhibitory associations with
the outcome. If the aggregate associative strength is ex-
citatory, then the cue is judged to cause the outcome, with
the effectiveness of this generative causation being de-
termined by the aggregate excitatory associative strength.
Therefore, blocking reflects a reduction in this aggregate
excitatory strength produced by both a reduction in the
excitatory association and an increment in the inhibitory
association between cue and outcome representations.

The application of the model also assumes that cue–
outcome associations that are on aggregate inhibitory are
manifest as judgments that the cue is a preventative cause
that tends to prevent the outcome from occurring. Ac-
cording to SOP, the canonical contingency producing a
preventative cause is one in which the treatment cue T
alone is paired with the outcome (T�), whereas a com-
pound of the treatment cue T and the target cues X is pre-
sented without the outcome (TX�). Under this inhibitory
(T�TX�) contingency, the presentation of treatment
cue T on the TX� episodes associatively activates the
outcome elements in A2 so that there is A1 activation of
target cue X elements concurrently with A2 activation of
the outcome elements, a condition that establishes a pure
inhibitory association (see first row of Table 1). Ever
since Pavlov’s (1927) original characterization of condi-
tioning, it has been known that the inhibitory (T�TX�)
contingency establishes cue X as a conditioned inhibitor,
and within a causal learning scenario this contingency
leads to cue X being rated as a preventative cause (e.g.,
Aitken, Larkin, & Dickinson, 2000; Chapman, 1991).

In spite of the success of associative theories in ex-
plaining basic effects in causal learning (see De Houwer
& Beckers, 2002b, for recent review), such theories im-
pose a major limitation on the integration of information
relevant to causal judgments. This limitation is most
clearly illustrated by event contingencies that require the
retrospective revaluation of causal judgments. In a follow-
up to the Dickinson et al. (1984) blocking experiment,
Shanks (1985) investigated the effect of reversing the
two stages of the standard forward blocking (T�TX�)
contingency to generate a backward blocking (TX�T�)
contingency. Theoretically, this reversal is interesting be-
cause, from a normative standpoint, it should have no ef-
fect on judgments about the target cue X. At the time of
judgment, the participants have been exposed to exactly
the same information about the pairings of the target and
treatment cues with the outcome in the forward and back-
ward contingencies. Consequently, if the forward con-
tingency yields a lower causal judgment relative to the
target cue from the control (TX�) contingency, so should
the backward contingency.

However, backward blocking is problematic for asso-
ciative analyses of causal learning. Unlike forward block-
ing, the backward form requires the retrospective use of
information acquired during the training of the treatment
cue T alone to reevaluate the status of the target cue X.
To illustrate why this retrospective revaluation presents
a problem for associative theory, we consider the appli-
cation of SOP to backward blocking (TX�T�). A sim-
plified application of the model is illustrated in the top
two rows of Table 2, which display the initial activation
states engaged on the first trial or episode of the second
stage of the retrospective revaluation contingencies but
omit any within-trial state transitions. According to SOP,
four excitatory associations should be formed during the
first compound TX� training stage: two associations
with the outcome representation, one from the treatment
cue T and the other from the target cue X, and two within-
compound associations between the cues T and X them-
selves. Given these associations, the presentation of the
treatment cue T during the second stage has two conse-
quences. The first is the activation of some of the ele-
ments of the outcome node into A2. The subsequent pre-
sentation of the outcome then activates a proportion of
the remaining outcome elements into A1 so that the out-
come node has a mixed activation state with some ele-
ments in A1 and some in A2.

The second effect of presenting the treatment cue T is
to activate elements of the target cue X node into A2 via
the within-compound association. According to SOP,
however, the conjoint activation of the target cue X ele-
ments in A2 and outcome elements into the mixed A1
and A2 states has no impact on the associative strengths
of cue X. Standard SOP (Wagner, 1981) assumes that the
associative strengths of a cue can be changed only when
at least some of its elements are in A1, and it is for this
reason that any form of retrospective revaluation lies
outside the scope of the model. In response to this limi-

Table 1
The Modified SOP (MSOP) Model

Outcome Element State

Cue Element State A1 A2

A1 Ex In
A2 In Ex

Note—Ex, excitatory learning; In, inhibitory learning.
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tation, Dickinson and Burke (1996) suggested that the
model might be modified to allow learning to occur
when the cue elements are in A2. The nature of this
learning is illustrated in Table 1. Specifically, excitatory
associations are incremented whenever the elements of
two nodes are in the same state, be it A1 and A1 or A2
and A2, whereas inhibitory learning occurs when the two
nodes are in different activation states.

As Table 2 shows, the application of this modified SOP
(MSOP) yields an ambiguous prediction for retrospective
revaluation under the backward blocking (TX�T�) con-
tingency. On the initial episode or trial of the second T�

stage, the pairing of the cue X elements in A2 with out-
come elements in both A2 and A1 will lead to incre-
ments in both the excitatory and inhibitory associative
strengths of cue X, and only if the latter influence pre-
dominates will backward blocking be observed. In fact,
the empirical evidence for backward blocking of causal
and contingency judgments is mixed. Whereas Shanks
(1985) and others (e.g., De Houwer, Beckers, & Glau-
tier, 2002; Le Pelley & McLaren, 2001; Wasserman &
Berglan, 1998) have reported backward blocking in a
causal scenario, Larkin, Aitken, and Dickinson (1998)
consistently failed to find any evidence for this form of
retrospective revaluation.

MSOP does, however, unambiguously predict another
form of retrospective revaluation: Presenting the treat-
ment cue T alone after TX� compound training (TX�T�)
augments causal judgments for the target cue X (Larkin
et al., 1998; Wasserman & Berglan, 1998). We refer to
this effect as unovershadowing (recovery or release from
overshadowing) because it is presumed to reflect a re-
versal of the assumed overshadowing of learning about
cue X by cue T during the first, TX� compound, train-
ing stage (Kamin, 1969).

According to MSOP, the associations established in the
first compound stage of the unovershadowing (TX�T�)
contingency are the same as those in the backward block-

ing contingency, so that the presentation of cue T alone in
the second stage activates elements for both cue X and the
outcome conjointly into A2 (Table 2). By contrast to back-
ward blocking, however, the absence of the outcome en-
sures that none of its elements are in A1, so that the con-
joint A2 A2 activation leads to pure excitatory learning
about the target cue X on the T� episodes. Consequently,
the causal ratings for cue X should be enhanced relative to
the target cue from the control (TX�) contingency in which
the treatment cue is not presented during the second stage.

Another form of retrospective revaluation predicted
by MSOP is generated by reversing the forward inhibitory
(T�TX�) contingency. Recall that according to standard
SOP, this contingency endows the target cue X with in-
hibitory associative strength. MSOP makes exactly the
same prediction for the backward inhibitory (TX�T�)
contingency, in which the two stages of the inhibitory
contingency are reversed. As Table 2 shows, the back-
ward inhibitory (TX�T�) contingency ensures that when
the treatment cue T is initially paired with the outcome,
elements of target cue X are in A2 jointly with elements
of the outcome in A1. Within MSOP, this activation pat-
tern supports pure inhibitory learning, which should be
manifest as the acquisition of preventative status by cue X.
The acquisition of preventative judgments under a back-
ward inhibitory contingency has been documented in a
number of experiments (e.g., Chapman, 1991; Larkin
et al., 1998; Williams & Docking, 1995).

In summary, MSOP provides a potential explanation
of the pattern of generative and preventative causal judg-
ments acquired under a variety of contingencies, includ-
ing retrospective ones. However, the derivation of these
predictions has been informal and descriptive. Moreover,
the predictions are based entirely on the initial distribu-
tion of activation states of the elements on the first episode
with the treatment cue T alone and ignore the changes in
state distributions that occur both within each trial and
across trials. Consequently, given the dynamic nature of

Table 2
Application of the Modified SOP (MSOP) Model 

to Retrospective Revaluation

Element States During Stage 2

Stage 1 Stage 2 Cue Outcome Learning

Backward Blocking

TX� T� A1 A1 & A2 Ex & In
\
x A2 A1 & A2 Ex & In

Unovershadowing

TX� T� A1 A2 In
\
x A2 A2 Ex

Backward Inhibition

TX� T� A1 A1 Ex
\
x A2 A1 In

Note—T, treatment cue; X, target cue; x, representation of target cue X retrieved via a
within-compound association (\) with the treatment cue T; �, outcome; �, no outcome;
Ex, excitatory learning; In, inhibitory learning.
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MSOP, which is inherited from its parent model, we can-
not be confident of the predictions of the model without
simulation. Nor can we assess the robustness of these
predictions across parameter variations on the basis of a
descriptive analysis alone. The purpose of the present
study was to explore the predictions of a simulation of
MSOP. In doing so, we focused on the predictions of the
model under six contingencies using the training condi-
tions employed by Larkin et al. (1998): overshadowing
(TX�) and unovershadowing (TX�T�); forward (T�TX�)
and backward (TX�T�) blocking; and forward (T�TX�)
and backward (TX�T�) inhibition.

IMPLEMENTATION OF MSOP

The implementation of MSOP was written in C��,
compiled using Microsoft Visual C�� 6.0. The model
contains two states, A1 and A2, corresponding to the two
activation states within SOP, and a set of representational
elements. A1 and A2 consist of sets of locations each of
which may contain a single representational element. No
element may occupy a slot in both A1 and A2 simulta-
neously; and any element that is not contained in either
state is in the inactive (I) state. Whenever an element
moves into one of the two states, it displaces the contents
of a single, randomly selected location within the state.
Any element displaced from A2 enters I, whereas any el-
ement displaced from A1 immediately enters into A2,
thereby displacing the contents of a single, randomly se-
lected location. Each stimulus is represented by a node
that contains a set of elements, and modifiable connec-
tion strengths exist between all stimulus nodes.

In order to approximate the real-time nature of SOP,
we implemented MSOP by state changes across a series
of timeslices with the following events within a timeslice
being treated as occurring simultaneously (although, by
necessity, calculated and performed sequentially):

1. Inactive elements of all stimuli presented during the
timeslice have a nonzero probability (PI → A1) of moving
into A1. Each transition occurs independently, and if two
elements move into A1 at this stage, there is a chance
that one of these elements will immediately displace the
other. In order to prevent systematic effects of such dis-
placements, whenever two or more stimuli are presented
simultaneously, a single element from each stimulus in
turn is given an opportunity for promotion from I to A1.
Allowing a chance of promotion into A1 for all elements
of stimulus Y, followed by those of stimulus Z, would
lead to a higher proportion of promoted elements of Y
being instantaneously displaced into A2.

2. The degree of conjoint activity between the ele-
ments of stimulus pairs is then used to calculate a matrix
of associative strength changes between all stimulus
nodes, according to the following equation:

(1)

where δVYZ is the change in connection strength between
nodes Y to Z; l is a general learning rate parameter; ρ is
the ratio of the modified (A2-A1) and standard (A1-A1)
leaning rates; r is the ratio of the size of the A2 and A1
states, and YA1 is the proportion of elements of Stimu-
lus Y in the A1 state (similarly YA2, ZA1, etc.). In SOP
(Wagner, 1981), separate learning rules are specified for
changes in excitatory and inhibitory associative strength
that are then combined into a net associative strength.
Although the distinction between excitatory and inhibitory
learning is important psychologically, it does not affect
the computational implementation in the present con-
text, and therefore we implemented learning in terms of
the net associative strength for simplicity.

3. At the end of each timeslice, elements may move
from I to A2. A1 activity for a stimulus that has a posi-
tive (excitatory) link to a second stimulus increases the
probability of inactive elements of the second stimulus
moving into A2. A1 activity in a stimulus that has a neg-
ative (inhibitory) link to a second stimulus decreases this
probability:

if ΣVYZYA1 � 0: PZ:I → A2 � ΣVYZYA1, (2)

if ΣVYZYA1 � 0: PZ:I → A2 � 0, (3)

where VYZ is the current associative strength of the link
from stimulus Y to stimulus Z, summation is across all
stimuli (other than Z), and PZ:I → A2 is the probability of
any given inactive element of Z moving into A2 during
the timeslice.

4. Between the end of each timeslice and the begin-
ning of the next, the matrix of associative strengths is ad-
justed by addition of the δV matrix calculated within the
timeslice. In addition, Nd insertions are made of null el-
ements into A1, forcing displacement (decay) of ele-
ments from A1 to A2 and from A2 to I. Psychologically,
we assume that these insertions are generated by back-
ground or contextual stimulation.

With ρ set to zero, the implemented model thus corre-
sponds to the specification of SOP as originally sug-
gested by Wagner (1981) except in one respect. This dif-
ference is manifest in Equation 2: A2 activity within
other stimulus nodes has no impact on evoked A2 activ-
ity, whatever the associative strength between them.

In SOP, the degree to which one stimulus (X) may
come to evoke an activation in another stimulus node (Z)
might be due to not only to any direct association be-
tween the two, but also by both stimuli being associa-
tively linked to a third stimulus (Y). By removing the
ability of A2 activity in one node to evoke A2 activity in
another, the activity evoked in Node Z by presentation
of X will be solely a result of the direct associative con-
nection between them. This difference between SOP and
MSOP will make little change to the logic of the models:
In the original formulation, indeed, Wagner (1981) noted
that we “may assume that the retrieval influence of A2
state elements was, in fact, negligible” (p. 23). Further-
more, any procedure that results in association between

δ
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X and Y, and also between Y and Z, will according to
MSOP result in the opportunity for direct associations to
be formed between X and Z, due to the new learning pro-
cesses involving absent cues. In essence, while this
change will alter the prediction of MSOP for such de-
signs, this is precisely what the modification to learning
rules in the model was designed to achieve.

The omission of A2-A2 retrieval also removes a pos-
sible instability in Dickinson and Burke’s (1996) original
descriptive specification of MSOP, in which mutual ex-
citatory connections between a pair of nodes could lead
to an unlimited increase in mutual excitatory learning if
the retrieval influence of A2 activity exceeds the rate of
decay A2 to I.

SIMULATIONS OF MSOP

In the simulations, cue–outcome pairings occurred in
trials with each trial consisting of a series of timeslices.
Cues were presented on Timeslices 1–10, and the out-
come, if present, on Timeslices 11–20 of each trial. All
associative strengths were zero at the start of training,
and all elements were in I at the start of each trial. Each
trial continued for as long as was required for all the el-
ements of the stimulus nodes for each presented stimu-
lus to return to the inactive state.

For all simulations, the size of A1 was 1,000 elements,
and the ratio (r) of A2 size to A1 size was set to 5 (i.e.,
5,000 elements in A2), reflecting the ratio used by Wag-
ner (1981).

The simulations were applied to the various contin-
gencies under the training conditions used by Larkin
et al. (1998), which involved simultaneous compound
presentations of treatment cue T and target cue X for six
trials and three trials of training for the treatment cue T.
On both types of trial, the cue(s) could either be pre-
sented alone (TX�, T�) or followed by the outcome
(TX�, T�), depending upon the contingency.

First Treatment Cue Trial
By comparison with SOP, the innovative feature of

MSOP is its capacity to explain retrospective revalua-
tion. In the introduction, we presented a descriptive ac-
count of how the interaction between A1 and A2 pro-
cesses generates retrospective revaluation on the first
trial of the second stage when the treatment cue T is
trained by itself. Figure 1 illustrates this account by sim-
ulating the temporal dynamics of A1 and A2 on this trial
for the three retrospective contingencies: unovershad-
owing (TX�T�; left panel), backward blocking (TX�T�,
middle panel), and backward inhibition (TX�T�; right
panel). The parameters were l � 0.01; ρ � 0.1; Nd � 50;
PI → A1 � .05; and all stimulus nodes contained 400 ele-
ments (Ns � 400), with no element being in more than
one stimulus. These choices were arbitrary, selected for
illustrative purposes; the consequences of varying these
parameters is discussed in more detail below.

The area graphs show the proportion of stimulus ele-
ments in A1 and A2 (left ordinate) during the first 200

timeslices of the trial for the absent target cue X (top
row), the presented treatment cue T (middle row) and the
outcome (bottom row). Recall that the cues were pre-
sented during Timeslices 1–10 and the outcome, if pres-
ent, during Timeslices 11–20. These graphs represent
only the initial part of the trial, which continued until all
activity had decayed. The unshaded areas represent A1
activity, and the shaded areas (dotted lines where oc-
cluded) represent A2 activity. The net strength of the as-
sociation between each cue node and the outcome node
(right ordinate) during the trial is shown by the line graph.
The associative strength is measured in terms of change
from the strength for that cue at the end of compound TX
training (therefore all associative strengths start at zero),
with a change of 1.0 corresponding to a change equiva-
lent to the mean increase in associative strength of cue X
during the preceding six trials of TX� compound train-
ing using these parameters.

Unovershadowing. The process underlying unover-
shadowing can be clearly seen in the left-hand panel of
Figure 1. The presentation of treatment cue T evoked the
elements of both target cue X and the outcome into A2
through the associations formed during the prior TX�

compound training. This conjoint A2 activity led to an
increase in the associative strength of cue X across the
trial with the size of the increments progressively de-
clining as A2 activity decayed. The associative strength
of cue T was initially reduced by simultaneous A1 activ-
ity in its elements and A2 activity in the outcome ele-
ments. Later in the trial, there was some recovery in the
associative strength of cue T when the activity of its el-
ements had decayed into A2, thereby yielding conjoint
A2 activity with the outcome elements. However, the net
outcome of the trial was a reduction in the associative
strength of the treatment cue T, leading to extinction.

Backward inhibition. By contrast to unovershadow-
ing, the associatively evoked A2 activity in cue X ele-
ments was initially paired with A1 activity in the out-
come elements as soon as the outcome was presented on
the first T� trial of the backward inhibition (TX�T�)
contingency, as illustrated in the right-hand panel of Fig-
ure 1. The conjoint A2 A1 activity produced a large ini-
tial decrement in the associative strength of cue X. This
decrement was counteracted later in the trial by an in-
crement in associative strength generated by the conjoint
A2 A2 activity when the majority of outcome elements
had decayed from A1 to A2. However, this increment
was not sufficient to reverse fully the initial decrement
so that the target cue X had a net negative associative
strength by the end of the trial. The treatment cue T
showed increments in associative strength throughout
the trials initially generated by the conjoint A1 A1 ac-
tivity with the outcome elements and later by their con-
joint A2 A2 activity.

Backward blocking. As is illustrated in the middle
panel of Figure 1, essentially the same pattern of activ-
ity and associative change was seen under the backward
blocking (TX�T�) contingency, except for the fact that
the later increment in the associative strength of the tar-
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get cue X almost completely canceled the initial decre-
ment so that there was little net change in strength by the
end of the trial. The difference was due to the fact that the
treatment cue T had been pretrained as a predictor of the
outcome in the backward blocking (TX�T�) contingency
but not in the backward inhibition (TX�T�) contingency.
As a consequence, presentation of cue T in the former
case associatively retrieved some of the outcome elements
into A2 prior to the presentation of the outcome, which
enhanced the amount of conjoint excitatory A2 A2 activ-
ity while reducing the conjoint inhibitory A2 A1 activity.

In summary, these simulations of MSOP on the first
trial with the treatment cue essentially confirmed the de-
scriptive predictions derived by Dickinson and Burke
(1996) and Larkin et al. (1998). This trial produced a net
increment in the association strength of the target cue X
under the unovershadowing (TX�T�) contingency, a net
decrease under the backward inhibition (TX�T�) con-
tingency, and little change under the backward blocking
(TX�T�) contingency.

Terminal Associative Strengths
Although these simulations established the basic ret-

rospective revaluation effect following a single trial with

the treatment cue T alone, Larkin et al. (1998) in fact ad-
ministered three such trials before requesting causal
judgments. Consequently, the next simulations derived
the associative strength of the target cue X after three
treatment cue T trials. In addition to the three retrospec-
tive revaluation contingencies, we also simulated MSOP
under simple overshadowing (TX�), as the control con-
tingency for assessing the source of retrospective reval-
uation, and under the analogous forward contingencies,
forward (T�TX�) blocking, and forward (T�TX�) inhi-
bition, using the training conditions of Larkin et al. Fi-
nally, we included a simple acquisition (X�) contingency
in which the treatment cue X alone was followed by the
outcome for six trials.

In these simulations, all except one of the following
parameters were set at the standard values used in the
simulation of the first trial activity profiles: ρ ratio of A2
to A1 learning rates) � 0.1; l (the overall learning rate) �
0.01; Nd (the rate of decay of A1 activity) � 50 ; PI→ A1
(salience) � .05; Ns (stimulus node size) � 400. A sin-
gle critical parameter was varied from 10% to 200% of
the standard value in 10% steps. Other parameters, namely
the size of A1 and A2 states and the duration of the stim-
ulus presentations, were not varied; such variation would
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Figure 1. Simulation of the proportion of elements (left ordinate) in A1 (unshaded areas) and A2 (shaded areas) dur-
ing the first 200 timeslices initiated by the first trial with the treatment cue T after six trials of TX compound training
for the unovershadowing (TX�T�; left panel), the backward blocking (TX�T�; middle panel), and backward inhibition
(TX�T�; right panel) contingencies. These proportions are shown separately for the target cue X (top row), the treat-
ment cue T (middle row), and the outcome (bottom row). The treatment cue T was present during Timeslices 1–10 and
the outcome, when presented, during Timeslices 11–20. The trials continued longer than shown, until all elements in all
stimuli had decayed to inactive. The line graphs illustrate the changes in associative strength (right ordinate) of a cue
from the strength acquired after the six trials of TX compound training. Note the different scale values for the target cue
X and the treatment cue T. For further details, see the text.
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be essentially equivalent to varying Ns (stimulus node
size), or the ratio of PI → A1 (salience) to Nd (decay rate),
respectively.

In order to compare the ordinal predictions of the
model across different parameters, the final associative
strengths of the other six contingencies were standard-
ized as a proportion of the associative strength of target
cue X from the overshadowing (TX�) contingency. The
simulations are presented as the average of three runs of
the model under each parameter set.

Learning rates (� and l). Since we anticipated that
the performance of MSOP would depend critically upon
the ratio of the effectiveness of the different learning
processes, we varied the ratio of learning rates when the
elements of a cue were in A2 to the rate when its ele-
ments were in A1 (ρ) . Figure 2 shows the mean termi-
nal relative associative strength for target cue X, relative
to that from the overshadowing (TX�) contingency, in
each of the six other contingencies as a function of ρ.

For the simulations with a low ρ on the left side of Fig-
ure 2, the contribution of the learning processes engaged
by A2 activity in cue elements was relatively small and
the predictions of MSOP converged with those of stan-
dard SOP. With low ρ values, substantial forward learn-
ing effects were observed. Overshadowing was manifest
by the fact that the relative associative strength for the
acquisition (X�) contingency was above �1, whereas
the fact that the relative strength for the blocking (T�TX�)
contingency was below �1 demonstrates the occurrence
of simple forward blocking. Finally, under the inhibitory
(T�TX�) contingency, the acquisition of inhibition is

represented by the negative relative associative strengths
acquired by target cue X.

These forward learning effects were, however, differ-
entially sensitive to the increase in the second, A2-based
learning processes resulting from an increase in ρ. Al-
though there was a slight decline in the magnitude of
overshadowing, the relative associative strength under
the acquisition (X�) contingency remained above �1 for
all values of ρ. By contrast, the magnitudes of both for-
ward blocking and inhibition progressively decreased
when ρ was increased. These decrements reflected the
enhanced excitatory learning between target cue X and
the outcome, because of the conjoint A2 activity in both
nodes toward the end of the compound trials.

Importantly, increasing ρ also introduced retrospec-
tive revaluation. Unovershadowing, which is represented
by relative associative strengths for the unovershadow-
ing (TX�T�) contingency above �1, emerged at low ρ
values and remained sustained across the parameter range.
Similarly, the relative associative strength for backward
inhibition (TX�T�) dropped below zero as ρ was in-
creased, although the magnitude of the backward inhibi-
tion effect was never very large under these training 
conditions. By contrast, backward blocking was never
observed throughout the ρ parameter range using these
schedules in that the relative associative strength for the
backward blocking (TX�T�) contingency never dropped
below �1.

In general, the predictions of MSOP in the range of ρ
values between 0.05 and 0.15 were consistent with the
ordinal pattern of results reported by Larkin et al. (1998).

Figure 2. The simulated relative associative strength of the target Cue X after training on the var-
ious forward and backward contingencies as a function of the learning rate ratio (�). Training con-
sisted of six TX compound trials and three treatment cue T trials, except for the acquisition (X�)
contingency, which consisted of six trials in which the target cue X was paired with the outcome. An
associative strength of 1.0 is the strength acquired by the target cue X after six TX� compound tri-
als. For further details, see text.
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Although not presented graphically, it should be noted
that increasing the overall learning rate parameter, l, en-
hanced the effects of both forward and backward contin-
gencies without any substantial effects upon the ordinal
predictions of the model. In the case of the backward
blocking contingency (TX�T�), this effect took the form
of augmenting the associative strength of the target cue X,
presumably by enhancing the contribution of A2 A2
learning.

Decay rate (Nd). As illustrated in Figure 3, variation
in the rate of decay (in terms of the number of null ele-
ments inserted during each timeslice) had a marked im-
pact on the predictions of MSOP. At very low decay rates
(Nd � 10), the predictions are clearly at variance with
the observed effects. There was no retrospective revalu-
ation in that backward blocking (TX�T�) and unover-
shadowing (TX�T�) yielded similar, high associative
strengths, and there was no backward inhibition (TX�T�)
and, indeed, no overshadowing.

Importantly, however, the observed pattern of forward
and backward effects was robustly produced at interme-
diate decay rates. Backward inhibition was present at a
similar magnitude for all decay rates above Nd � 30.
Most importantly, retrospective revaluation was consis-
tently predicted, with the final associative strength being
larger for the target cue from the unovershadowing
(TX�T�) contingency than that from the backward block-
ing (TX�T�) contingency. The highest decay rates did
in fact yield associative strengths for the backward block-
ing (TX�T�) contingency that were numerically below
�1, but the magnitude of this backward effect was very
small. Moreover, at these decay rates the amount of for-
ward blocking was small and the overall magnitude of

retrospective revaluation was minimal due to a reduction in
associative strength under the unovershadowing (TX�T�)
contingency.

In summary, intermediate decay rates of around 50
null elements per timeslice yielded predictions that cor-
responded closely to the effects observed by Larkin et al.
(1998).

Simulations under the final two parameters, stimulus
node size (Ns) and stimulus salience (PI → A1), did not
produce informative predictions and therefore are not de-
picted graphically. Increasing salience, not surprisingly,
just enhanced the magnitude of both the forward and back-
ward effects, whereas the predominant impact of increas-
ing the stimulus node size was to reduce the magnitude of
the forward blocking and inhibition effects. Variation of
these parameters never yielded backward blocking.

Acquisition Functions
Although MSOP predicted the cardinal features of

forward and backward learning, it is also important to
establish that MSOP generates the orderly acquisition
functions observed by Larkin et al. (1998). Consequently,
we derived the relative associative strengths for both the
treatment cue T and the target cue X during training on
each of the contingencies described above. In order to
demonstrate that the model is capable of predicting or-
derly extinction, as well as acquisition, the six acquisi-
tion trials from the X� contingency were followed by
three extinction (X�) trials.

Figure 4 shows a set of acquisition functions from sin-
gle simulations of each contingency with the standard
parameter set: l � 0.01 ; ρ � 0.1 ; Nd � 50 ; PI → A1 �
.05; Ns � 400. These functions are represented by the

Figure 3. The simulated relative associative strength of the target cue X after training on the var-
ious forward and backward contingencies as a function of the decay rate at which null elements are
inserted into A1 per timeslice. Training consisted of six TX compound trials and three treatment
cue T trials, except for the acquisition (X�) contingency, which consisted of six trials in which the
target cue X was paired with the outcome. An associative strength of 1.0 is the strength acquired by
the target cue X after six TX� compound trials. For further details, see text.
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relative associative strength of a cue where a strength of
1.0 is that acquired by the target cue X after the first six
trials of the acquisition-extinction (X�X�) contingency.

Simply pairing a cue with an outcome produced a
mildly negatively accelerated acquisition function, and a
transition to the omission of the outcome for the last
three trials of the acquisition-extinction (X�X�) contin-
gency resulted in a loss of excitatory strength. Forward
blocking is represented by the fact that the associative
strength of the target cue X from the T�TX� contin-
gency on the final trial was less than that after six trials
of TX� compound training under the retrospective TX�T�

and TX�T� contingencies. Unovershadowing was demon-
strated by the increase in associative strength of target
cue X during the final three trials of the TX�T� contin-
gency. The fact that these trials, if anything, also pro-
duced an increase under the TX�T� contingency illus-
trates the absence of a backward blocking effect.

DISCUSSION

Simulations of MSOP confirmed the qualitative pre-
dictions derived in the introduction. Both simple over-
shadowing and unovershadowing were predicted by the
model across the parameter space. The acquisition (X�)
and the unovershadowing (TX�T�) contingency consis-
tently yielded higher associative strengths for the target
cue X relative to the overshadowing (TX�) contingency.
Indeed, learning under the acquisition and unovershad-
owing contingencies converged when the A2 learning

rate was relatively high. Although the magnitude of the
blocking effect in the forward blocking (T�TX�) con-
tingency was inversely related to the relative learning
rate, the effect was robust across variations in this pa-
rameter except at high values. By contrast, within the pa-
rameter set explored in this simulation, MSOP yielded
no evidence for backward blocking under the TX�T�

schedule based on the training conditions of Larkin et al.
(1998). The model also predicted inhibitory learning as
manifest by net negative associative strengths across a
range of parameters. The magnitude of forward inhibitory
learning under the T�TX� contingency was inversely re-
lated to the relative learning rate and absent at high ra-
tios. By contrast, backward inhibition under the TX�T�

contingency, although never large in magnitude, was
positively related to the relative learning rate and absent
at low values. There was, however, an intermediate range
of learning rates that yielded both backward and forward
inhibitory learning of approximately similar but small
magnitude as well as the other contingency effects. Fi-
nally, it should be noted that acquisition functions de-
rived from MSOP have an orderly and negatively accel-
erated form that is characteristic of human causal learning
(e.g., Dickinson & Burke, 1996; Larkin et al., 1998).

MSOP is not the only associative theory that can ex-
plain the pattern of causal judgments observed under the
forward and backward contingencies addressed in our
simulation. Four in particular offer alternative accounts
of retrospective revaluation, the phenomena most prob-
lematic for standard associative theories.

Figure 4. Relative associative strengths of the treatment cue T and the target cue X under
various contingencies as a function of training trials. Training consisted of six TX compound
trials and three treatment cue T trials, except for the acquisition extinction (X�/X�) contin-
gency, which consisted of six trials in which the target cue X was paired with the outcome,
followed by three trials in which the target cue X was presented alone. An associative strength
of 1.0 is the strength acquired by the target cue X after six X� compound trials. For further
details, see text.
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Van Hamme and Wasserman
Van Hamme and Wasserman (1994) suggested a lib-

eralization of the Rescorla and Wagner (1972) learning
(RW) rule that allows for learning about absent cues. The
standard RW rule proposes that the change in associative
strength is given by

(4)

where ΣV in the sum of associative strengths of all the
cues present during the learning episodes and λ is the
value of ΣV required to predict the outcome. Lambda
has a positive value on occasions when the outcome oc-
curs, but is zero when the outcome does not occur. Alpha
and beta are learning rate parameters that reflect the as-
sociability of the cue and the outcome, respectively. Be-
cause learning is driven by the prediction error (λ �ΣV),
which encodes the degree to which the outcome is un-
predicted, the RW rule provides an elegant explanation
of overshadowing and forward blocking as well as for-
ward inhibition (see Rescorla & Wagner, 1972). How-
ever, absent cues have zero α values, rendering retro-
spective revaluation outside the scope of the rule because
no learning can accrue to absent cues. In order to allow
learning about absent cues, Van Hamme and Wasserman
suggested that α is negative on episodes when that cue is
absent.

Table 3 illustrates how the Van Hamme and Wasser-
man (1994) revision of the RW rule (VHW rule) explains
retrospective revaluation for the backward blocking and
unovershadowing contingencies. In the case of backward
blocking, the value of α for the absent target cue X is
negative on T� episodes in Stage 2, whereas the predic-
tion error (λ �ΣV) is positive. The associative strength
necessary to predict the outcome is shared between Cues
T and X during Stage 1, so that the associative strength
of cue T is less than λ at least on the initial T� training
episodes of Stage 2. This positive error term in combi-
nation with a negative α for the absent target cue X pro-
duces a decrement in its associative strength, thereby
yielding backward blocking. A similar application pro-
duces unovershadowing except for the fact that in ab-
sence of an outcome in Stage 2, the prediction error is

negative, and hence the increment in the associative
strength of the target cue X is positive.

In general, the MSOP model and the VHW rule yield
similar predictions in the canonical contingencies except
for one possible contrast noted by Larkin et al. (1998).
According to the VHW rule, the absolute magnitude of
the prediction error (λ �ΣV) during the second stage of
the backward blocking contingency should always be at
least as large as that generated by the unovershadowing
contingency. In the case of the backward blocking
(TX�T�) contingency, the prediction error on the initial
T� episode is (λ � VT), whereas the equivalent predic-
tion error for the first T� episode from the unovershad-
owing (TX�T�) contingency is (0 � VT). Because the
total associative strength acquired during the TX� com-
pound training will never be greater than λ and shared
equally between cues T and X when of the same salience,
the associative strength of the treatment cue T will never
be greater than half λ. Consequently, the absolute pre-
diction error for the backward blocking contingency is
always as large or larger than that for the unovershadow-
ing contingency. By contrast, as we have already noted,
our simulation of MSOP failed to generate any backward
blocking, whereas the same parameters produced sub-
stantial unovershadowing.

We noted in the introduction that the empirical evi-
dence on backward blocking is mixed, although it can be
reliably demonstrated under certain conditions (e.g., De
Houwer et al. 2002; Le Pelley & McLaren, 2001; Shanks,
1985; Wasserman & Berglan, 1998). To the best of our
knowledge, only three studies have directly compared
these effects. Larkin et al. (1998) failed to detect reliable
backward blocking and reported that the absolute mag-
nitude of the unovershadowing was reliably greater than
that of backward blocking, although it must noted that
interpreting this difference involves a comparison be-
tween intervals at different points of the rating scale for
causal judgments. The remaining studies (Le Pelley &
McLaren, 2001; Wasserman & Berglan, 1998) all re-
ported reliable backward blocking, although neither study
directly compared the absolute magnitudes of the two ef-
fects. Since the stimuli playing the roles of cue T and cue X
were counterbalanced in the Larkin et al. experiments,
the relative magnitudes of backward blocking and un-
overshadowing cannot be attributed to differences in cue
salience, α, and therefore, in order to explain this differ-
ence, the VHW rule would have to assume that the learn-
ing rate parameter, β, was sufficiently higher for the
omission of the outcome than for its presentation to can-
cel any difference in the prediction error generated by
the two contingencies.

Finally, we should note that MSOP provides a more
complete account of retrospective revaluation than the
VHW rule. Our implementation simulated the acquisi-
tion of associations between the treatment cue T and the
target cue X. By contrast, the VHW rule leaves the pro-
cess by which an absent cue acquires a negative alpha
value unspecified.

δ αβ λV V= −( )∑ ,

Table 3
Application of Van Hamme & Wasserman’s (VHW) Revision of
the Rescorla-Wagner (RW) Rule to Retrospective Revaluation

Stage 1 Stage 2 α β (λ�ΣV) dV

Backward Blocking

TX� T� positive positive positive
\
x negative positive negative

Unovershadowing

TX� T� positive negative negative
\
x negative negative positive

Note—T, treatment cue; X, target cue; x, representation of target cue X
retrieved via a within-compound association (\) with the treatment
cue T; �, outcome; �, no outcome.
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APECS
Le Pelley and McLaren (2001) applied McLaren’s

(1993) APECS model to the backward blocking and un-
overshadowing contingencies. APECS is a complex mul-
tilayer connectionist network that uses configural rep-
resentations and weight freezing to protect against inter-
ference. The complexity of APECS precludes a simple
descriptive application of the model to the retrospective
revaluation contingencies, but Le Pelley and McLaren
(2001) demonstrated by simulation that the model pre-
dicts the retrospective revaluation patterns observed not
only in their own experiments but also in those reported
by Dickinson and Burke (1996) and Larkin et al. (1998)
including backward inhibition.

Within the context of retrospective revaluation, Le
Pelley and McLaren challenged MSOP with a new mixed
(TX�T���) contingency, which mixed the backward
blocking and unovershadowing contingencies. During
the second stage of this contingency, the treatment cue T
was paired with the outcome on half of the episodes but
presented without the outcome on the remaining episodes.
On the basis of a descriptive analysis, Le Pelley and
McLaren argued that MSOP predicts that the causal judg-
ments from the mixed (TX�T���) contingency should be
more similar to those from the unovershadowing (TX�T�)
contingency than to those from the backward blocking
(TX�T�) contingency. In contrast to this prediction, they
reported that the difference between the target cue X
judgments for the unovershadowing (TX�T�) and mixed
(TX�T���) contingencies was reliably greater than the
difference between judgments from mixed (TX�T���)
and backward blocking (TX�T�) contingencies.

In order to validate Le Pelley and McLaren’s (2001)
descriptive prediction for MSOP, we simulated the three
contingencies using training schedules based upon their
Experiment 4 (10 trials TX�; 8 trials T�/T�). The mean
final associative strength to cue X over three simulations
of the backward blocking (TX�T�) and unovershadow-
ing (TX�T�) contingencies was compared with the
mean of six simulations of the mixed contingency (three
with a T� trial first during the second stage, and three
with a T� trial first). With the standard set of parameters,
these simulations did not confirm Le Pelley and Mc-
Laren’s (2001) intuition about the prediction of MSOP
for their mixed (TX�T���) contingency. If anything, the
simulated differences are in the same direction as they
observed. The relative associative strength difference for
target cue X between the unovershadowing (TX�T) and
the mixed (TX�T���) contingencies was 0.16, whereas
that between mixed and backward blocking (TX�T�)
contingencies was 0.13.

In summary, at present, there are appear to be no strong
empirical grounds to choose between MSOP and APECS.

The Comparator Model
Retrospective revaluation in the form of unovershad-

owing was first reported in the animal conditioning lit-

erature by Kaufman and Bolles (1981) and, as an expla-
nation of such effects, Miller and colleagues (e.g., Miller
& Matzel, 1988) developed a comparator model. As in
the case of the associative theories that we have already
considered, the comparator model assumes that during
the first stage of the unovershadowing (TX�T�) contin-
gency, the treatment cue T and the target cue X both
form within-compound associations between themselves
in addition to associations with the outcome representa-
tion. However, the conditioned response to the target
cue X, and by analogy the causal judgment for this cue,
is determined not by the absolute strength of its associa-
tive connection with the outcome representation, but
rather by this strength relative to the associative strength
of the treatment cue.

Specifically, presentation of the target cue X not only
activates the outcome representation directly but also ac-
tivates it indirectly by exciting the treatment cue T rep-
resentation, which in turn also activates the outcome rep-
resentation. The magnitude of the response to cue X is
then determined by the magnitude of the direct activa-
tion of the outcome representation relative to its indirect
activation. Unovershadowing arises from the fact that
presentation of the treatment cue T alone during the sec-
ond stage of the unovershadowing (TX�T�) contingency
extinguishes the association between treatment cue T
and the outcome, with the consequence that the indirect
activation of outcome representation produced by the
target cue X is reduced. Correspondingly, backward block-
ing under the TX�T� contingency occurs because the
T� episodes strengthen the cue T� outcome association,
thereby reducing the relative strength of the direct acti-
vation of outcome representation by the target cue X.

The empirical wedge that can be driven between 
the comparator theory and acquisition-based learning 
accounts, such as MSOP, concerns the role of within-
compound associations. MSOP assumes that within-
compound associations play a role only in retrospective
revaluation contingencies, such as unovershadowing and
backward blocking, but not in forward contingencies,
such as simple blocking. As we described in the intro-
duction, MSOP, like SOP itself, attributes forward block-
ing to a reduction in learning about the presented target
cue X, resulting from the fact that the outcome is pre-
dicted by the pretrained treatment cue T. By contrast,
comparator theory assumes a role for within-compound
associations in both forward and backward contingen-
cies because the only mechanism by which the treatment
cue T can modulate responding to the target cue X is
through their within-compound associations. The em-
pirical evidence favors MSOP in this respect. Dickinson
and his colleagues (Aitken et al., 2000; Dickinson &
Burke, 1996; Larkin et al., 1998) consistently found that
manipulations designed to reduce within-compound learn-
ing attenuated the impact of the predictive status of the
treatment cue T on causal judgments for the target cue X
in backward contingencies but not in forward ones.
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One form of retrospective processing that favors com-
parator theory, at least in its extended form (Denniston,
Savastano, & Miller, 2001), is higher order revaluation.
Under a higher order contingency, the participant is ini-
tially trained with two compounds, TM� and MX�, each
paired with the outcome, during the first stage. Cue M
can be regarded as a mediating cue between the treat-
ment cue T and the target cue X. Second-order retro-
spective revaluation occurs when the causal ratings for
the target cue X depend upon whether or not the treat-
ment cue T is paired with the outcome during the second
stage. Both De Houwer and Beckers (2002a) and Melch-
ers, Lachnit, and Shanks (2004) have reported that the
ratings of cue X are higher if the treatment cue T is
paired with the outcome, which is the opposite of the
first-order retrospective revaluation observed, in this
case, for the mediating cue M.

These findings lie outside the scope of MSOP, which
predicts that the treatment of cue T during the second
stage does not impact on the associative status of target
cue X. Even if the TM�, MX� training resulted in an as-
sociative link between T and X being formed such that
presentation of T would associatively activate X (recall
that the current implementation of MSOP does not allow
A2 activity of cue M to activate the elements of cue X via
a T→M→X within-compound associative chain), there
are two reasons why MSOP does not support higher order
retrospective revaluation.

First, the initial compound training should, if any-
thing, produce an inhibitory association between cues T
and X. The presence of the mediating cue M in the TM
compound should activate the elements of cue X into A2
through the within-compound association formed on
MX trials. Consequently, A2 activity in cue X elements
is paired with A1 activity in cue T elements on the TM
trials, the condition for forming an inhibitory associa-
tion between cues T and X. Second, even if the presen-
tation of cue T did evoke activity in the elements of cue
X during the second stage, the representational psychol-
ogy that MSOP inherits from SOP requires that this ac-
tivity is of the A2 form. Hence, any learning on second-
order retrospective revaluation trials should bring about
similar rather than opposed forms of learning to the equiv-
alent first-order retrospective revaluation trials.

Whether or not extended comparator theory provides
an adequate account of higher order retrospective reval-
uation has been disputed. Without going into details, we
can state that this theory assumes that not only is the re-
sponse to the target cue X modulated by the strength of
the comparator cue, in this case cue M, through within-
compound associations, but the effectiveness of the com-
parator cue is itself modulated by other cues with which
it is associated, specifically the treatment cue T. In agree-
ment with this analysis, Melchers et al. (2004) have re-
cently reported that the magnitude of retrospective reval-
uation in a higher order contingency was correlated with

the strength of the relevant within-compound associations.
What is problematic for extended comparator theory, how-
ever, is that as in the first-order case, the equivalent corre-
lations for the forward contingencies were not reliable.

Rehearsal Theory
The differential role of within-compound associations

in the forward and backward contingencies led Melchers
et al. (2004) to resurrect an account of retrospective
revaluation originally proposed by Chapman (1991). The
basic idea is that the presentation of the target cue T dur-
ing the second stage of first-order retrospective contin-
gencies retrieves a memory of the prior training trials
with the TX compound and that the memory of these tri-
als is then rehearsed. This rehearsal process is assumed
to produce an effective contingency in which remem-
bered compound TX trials are intermixed with the trials
with the target cue T alone. This intermixing then allows
the RW rule to generate retrospective revaluation effects
by transforming backward contingencies into forward
ones at the psychological level. A simple extension of
this idea to the higher order contingencies predicts the
observed forms of retrospective revaluation.

Like the VHW rule, however, the associative-rehearsal
model of retrospective revaluation must await a formal
specification the role of within-compound associations in
the rehearsal process and its interface with learning be-
fore meriting a full evaluation against MSOP and APECS.

Other associative theories derived from studies of an-
imal conditioning have been applied to human causal
learning. Several demonstrations indicate that human
participants often configure compound cues in causal
and predictive learning tasks (e.g., Shanks, Charles,
Darby, & Azini, 1998; Williams, Sagness, & McPhee,
1994), which has led to the application of Pearce’s (1987,
1994) configural theories. Another class of associative
theories focuses on the role of attentional and associa-
bility processes in learning, and in their original exposi-
tion of the associative account of causal learning, Dick-
inson et al. (1984) demonstrated that the Pearce-Hall
attentional theory (Pearce & Hall, 1980) predicted causal
judgments under different contingencies. More recently,
Le Pelley and McLaren (2003) have applied Mackin-
tosh’s (1975) associability theory to human causal learn-
ing. However, none of these theories have, as yet, been
revised and developed to provide an account of retro-
spective revaluation (but see Kruschke & Blair, 2001).

In conclusion, the present simulations have demon-
strated that MSOP is a viable associative account of
causal learning under contingencies that induce selective
learning and retrospective revaluation. It must be ac-
knowledged, however, that the empirical data do not
exist as yet to allow a clear discrimination between MSOP
and alternative associative theories, such as VHW (Van
Hamme & Wasserman, 1994) and APECS (Le Pelley &
McLaren, 2001).
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NOTE

1. The divisions by r in Equation 1 reflects the ratio of excitatory and
inhibitory learning proposed by Wagner (1981). This ratio produces no
systematic change in associative strength to any constantly presented
stimulus, as the ratio of elements in each state will correspond to the
ratio of A1 and A2 sizes.
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